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Background on legal deposit in Sweden

• First legal deposit legislation in Sweden in 1661

• Part of a series of reforms of the political system

• Main focus on control, not on building a national collection of printed publications

• "It is deemed to be useful and necessary that Their Royal Majesties may have knowledge about what books and other writings are printed and brought to light in the realm and the provinces"
From control to collection building

• But two copies were to be delivered, to the National Archives and to the Royal Library and not only books, but also newspapers, magazines and ephemera.

• The law was amended in 1674 and 1707, including fines and documentation. Increased number of recipients, from 1707: universities of Uppsala, Lund, Åbo and Dorpat.

• First freedom of the press legislation in 1766; amended in 1809 and made more liberal; in 1812 a system of registered publishers (responsible for the content) of periodical publications.
Development of legal deposit legislation

• In 1949 legal deposit became a separate law; largely intact for 30 years

• Next revision in 1978: microfilming of newspapers and legal deposit for sound and moving images

• 1993-2004 further changes to keep up with technological development, e.g. electronic documents in fixed form

• 2012 a new law on e-legal deposit material (SFS 2012:492) after almost fifteen years of reports and proposals
The road to e-legal deposit - 1998

- E-legal deposit report of 1998 (SOU 1998:111): to preserve and provide access to the Swedish cultural heritage for posterity; large amounts of published electronic material that fell outside the legal deposit law

- Material “widely available in this country and related to Swedish conditions”, even behind paywalls, collected as completely as possible (like printed and audio-visual material); collection method: web harvesting

- Focus on publications produced by professional publishers and producers

- Private web pages, information from local associations only by selection, collected four times a year; databases once a year
The road to e-legal deposit - 2003

• E-legal deposit discussed in a broader government 2003 report (SOU 2003:129) about the work and future of the National Library

• The existing legal deposit legislation to include “remotely transmitted digital materials”, defined as “such materials that are made available to the public via remote transmission over a network”

• Material of permanent character, i.e. material not intended to change over time

• The producer or provider of web page content to deliver e-legal deposit material, if already in possession of a publication license (i.e. a certificate of no legal impediment to publication); thus mandatory for newspapers, municipalities, authorities, etc.
Web harvesting in the Kulturarw³ project

• No changes in the law after the proposals on e-legal deposit in 1998 and 2003

• But web harvesting in the Kulturarw³ project since 1997: all Swedish web pages were to be saved a couple of times per year

• Daily harvesting of 140 newspaper web sites since June 2002

• An almost complete collection instead of a careful selection because it cannot be known what material will be in demand in the future

• Some legal support from 2002 in a regulation (SFS 2002:287) concerning the processing of personal data
Proposed e-legal deposit legislation

• In February 2009 a new investigation concerning e-legal deposit legislation and in November 2009 the memorandum “Legal deposit for electronic documents” (Ds 2009:61)

• Proposed new legislation which picked up where the 2003 report had left off

• Government bill on e-legal deposit June 13 2012

• The new legislation (SFS 2012:492) effective July 1 2012; closely follows the ideas in the proposal from 2009
Publishers covered by the law

Three groups of publishers covered by the law:

1. Publishers that have constitutional protection (e.g. newspaper publishers or TV and radio companies)
2. Government and municipal agencies
3. Companies which professionally produce electronic documents, e.g. e-books, e-music and e-movies

Electronic documents produced or provided by private individuals not generally to be included, e.g. private blogs
Implementation of the law

The new law is implemented in two steps:

– From July 1 2012 to December 31 2014 only a limited number of publishers: the ten largest (printed) newspapers, the ten largest (printed) magazines and journals, a number of radio and TV companies, and a number of government agencies
– The second step in January 1 2015 with identification of and information to all publishers covered by the law, including “enterprises professionally producing electronic materials”
Materials covered by the law

• No web pages and similar dynamic material

• Only unchanging electronic documents: “a defined unit of electronic materials with text, sound or image that has a predetermined content intended to be presented at each use”, e.g. news articles, opinion pieces, reviews

• Material published only online, but “web unique” content is difficult to identify and publishers are allowed to deliver material even if it has also already appeared e.g. in print

• Material “related to Swedish conditions”: aimed at people who understand the Swedish language, includes works by a Swedish author or a performance by Swedish artist or otherwise mainly targeted at the general public in Sweden
Systems, methods and organization - 1

- Development of an in-house system (Mimer) for handling e-legal deposit and other types of digital material
- Slow in the beginning, but archiving 2 million pages of digitized newspapers pushed development
- Mimer follows the OAIS reference model and is integrated with other systems like LIBRIS, the joint catalogue of the Swedish academic and research libraries
- Fedora Commons is used as a repository to store metadata about the files and keep a structural representation of the data
- A combination of an HSM system and cloud storage platform EMC Atmos is used for storage
The e-legal deposit law states that the material should primarily be delivered on a physical carrier, but in reality this will be the last resort.

FTP used for some material and will perhaps mostly be used for larger files, especially for audio-visual material; receipt to the publisher when the files have been processed and archived by the library.

RSS used for frequently updated web sites e.g. newspapers and radio/TV websites, with automated retrieval of new items through a custom RSS service (combination of Dublin Core and Yahoo’s Media RSS) roughly every hour.

A third method under development: a web ingest form for uploading material through a web browser.
Development of a web based platform to guide all potential suppliers in 2015:

- check that the publisher is a supplier of e-legal deposit according to the legislation and that they meet the technical requirements
- recommend the right method of delivery depending on the size and nature of the material
- provide information about what material is to be included
- handle automated processes for the registration and connection of each supplier
- keep track of the contacts between the National Library and the publisher
The Mimer system also has a user interface (Oden) for the library staff making it possible to:

– monitor when and how much each publisher has delivered
– see the status of the material, i.e. if it was actually archived or if there is a need to investigate possible problems
– view the material itself by downloading the archival packet
The Oden interface – 1
The Oden interface – 3
The Oden interface will be developed further:

- more sophisticated report tools based on e.g. statistics about how much each publisher is expected to deliver
- the possibility to trigger alarms if the expected amount of material changes significantly
- more advanced viewing system for the content - more of a presentation system for the material (perhaps the first step towards an interface for researchers and users)
• In the beginning: a new and (in retrospect) understaffed separate e-legal deposit division (with technical support from the IT department)

• After a re-organization of the library the e-legal deposit work is more integrated in different divisions under Digital Collections and Physical Collections

• Development of the different systems and technical IT support handled by the Information Systems Department in dialogue with Collections

• Legal support through the Corporate Services Department
E-legal deposit metadata

A very limited set of mandatory metadata accompanies the delivered files:

– where and when the files are first made available
– the format in which the files are first presented
– codes to open password protected files
– the relationship of the material with other material delivered by e-legal deposit, such as the relative order of the files in an article
– the relationship between the delivered files and analogue material delivered by legal deposit
Future development of the legislation

The National Library is expected to report back to the government about the implementation of the e-legal deposit legislation. Possible changes are:

– the prescribed method of delivery: on physical carrier; default method should be over the Internet
– a better definition (based on experiences 2015-) in the legislation of the rather vague “enterprises professionally producing electronic materials”
– legal support for making the e-legal deposit material available
Conclusion

• What the library now is able to collect with the help of the e-legal deposit law is to a large extent the bits and pieces that make up web sites, without context or structure.

• It is really a necessity to tie together the traditional web harvesting process with the archive of the more complete content to give a reasonable picture of what is published on the web.

• The new law is in many respects a good start and makes it possible for the National Library to start preserving also the electronically published part of the Swedish cultural heritage for future research and studies.